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Introduction 
Consider the group GA,(k) of automorphisms of affine n-space AZ, anti- 
isomorphic to the group of automorphisms of the k-algebra kl”l= k[Xr , . . . , X,] 
of polynomials, k being a commutative ring. Its elements have the form 
F=(F,, . ..) F,) where each Fi E k [‘% Putting deg(f) = maxi deg(.fi), we have uhe 
affine subgroup 
Af,(k) = (FeGA,(k) 1 deg(F)s l}, 
which contains 
GL,(k) = {FE Af,(k) 1 F(0) = 0). 
The triangular ( Y3orel ‘) subgroup is 
BA,(k)={FEGA,(k)IFiEk[XI ,..., XiJ,i=l,..., n}. 
If FEBA,(~) then, assuming that k is reduced, Fi=aiXi+Hi(Xl, . . . . X,_ I), with 
ai E k*, for each i. 
Problem I (‘The generation gap’). Let k be a field. Is GA,(k) generated by Af,(k) 
and BA,(k)? - 
For n = 2 an affirmative response is furnished by the Jung-van der Kulk Theorem, 
presenting GA2(k) as an amalgamated free product, 
GA2(k) = Af,(k) *Bf#) BA,(k), 
where Bfz(k) = Afi( BA2(k). (See [3], [8], [5].) 
It follows easily that every action of an algebraic group G on the affine plane 
(given by a homomorphism Q : G +GA,(k)) is conjugate to either ar affine action 
(in Af2(k)) or to a triangular action (in BA2(k)). {See [7], [lo], [6], [4], . ..) 
For n > 3 Problem I remains open. Concerning actions of an algebraic group G 
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on AX, the following specific problems seem natural, where say k denotes a field 
of characteristic zero. 
Problem II (Cf. [4]). If G is reductive, is every action of G on AZ conjugate to a 
linear action (in CL,,(k))? 
Problem III. If G is unipotent, is every action of G on Al;i- conjugate to a triangular 
action (in BA,(k))? 
If, in Problem I, we allow k to be an integral domain which is not a field, then 
D. Wright [9] has shown that Problem I has a negative response already for n = 2. 
Applying this to the subgroup GA,(k[X,]), fixing X1, of GAS(k), Wright was thus 
led to suggest a negative response to Problem I for n = 3 (with k a field). Wright’s 
example is similar to one proposed by Nagata [5], in GA,(k), which is not, in any 
obvious way, a product of affine and triangular transformations. 
We show here that one can run a one parameter group through Nagata’s example, 
thus defining an action of the additive group U& on ,+$ which cannot be triangu- 
larized, and so furnishing a negative response to Problem III for nz 3. 
Special cases of Problem II are affirmed in a forthcoming paper with William 
Haboush [ 11. 
The example 
Let k be a field. Let S = k[T, X9 Y], a polynomial algebra in three variables, and 
put Dz = a/U for Z= T, X, or Y. 
Theorem. With U= TY + X2, the derivation D = U( TDx - 2XDY) of S is locally 
nilpotent. Thus, for A E k, 
(p’ =exp(llD) = c an ‘s 
nz0 . 
is a we//-defined automorphism of S. The corresponding element F’ of GA,(k) is 
F’=(T,X+IT/q Y-2,UJX-&?T), 
and A - F’ defines an algebraic action of 6, on A3,. 
(a) For no il+to can F” be conjugated (in GA,(k)) into BA3(k). 
(b) If k is infinite, the fixed ring is SGatk) =k[T, U]. 
(c) For each h +O the fixed variety in A3 of F’ is defined by the ideal U l (?‘, 2X) 
in S. 
(d) Each F’ belongs to the subgroup GA2(k[T]) of GA3(k) that fixes T. In the 
larger group GA2(k[T, T-l]) we have the element G =(TU, X), with inverse 
G-‘=(&TV’(T-‘X- Y2)), and GF”G-‘=(X,Y+AX) for aN1ek. 
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emark. The operators DVn!, and so also exp(AD), have meaning whatever the 
characteristic of k. In fact D and the above action of Ga are defined over Z, and 
obtained in general by base change. 









It follows that D is locally nilpotent since, by Leibniz’s formula, 
D”(fg)= c 0 ’ W’f)W-‘g), P P 
the elements killed by a power of D form a sub k-algebra of S. 
Further 
CpL (AD)* + (nD)i3 + exp(AD)=Id+AD+ - --- ..* 
2! 3! 
sends T to T, X to X+ADX=X+ilUT, and Y to 
Y+ADY+A* Y-2AUX- T(N)‘, 
whence the formula for F? Further p”(U) = U. 
We next show that the inclusion R = k[T, I/] ccSGa is an equality when k is an 
infinite field. Note that S[T-‘1 =k[T, T-l, X, Y] =k[T, T-l, U, X], since Y= 
T-‘(U- X2). Let A = k[T, T-l, I/]. The action of $ extends to S[T-‘1 =A[X], fix- 
ing the elements of A, and sending X to X+ A TU. Let f(X) E A[X] be fixed by Q’, 
i.e., f(X+ ATU) = f(X). Then the roots off (in an algebraic closure of the field of 
fractions of A) are stable under translation by A TU. Since, by assumption, there are 
infinitely many A E k, f must be constant, i.e., &4. It follows that SC3 = S &4 = 
k[T,X, Y]nk[T, T-‘,U]. Let feAnS, and write f= CJ(U)T’ with each 
f;:(U) E k[U], zero for all but finitely many in Z. We must show that j&U) = 0 for 
all i< 0, whence f e R = k[ U, T]. lf not let m > 0 be maximum so that f_,Jr/) # 0, 
say f_,(U)=ao+alU-+~ + a,U’ with all aj E k, a,#O. Then 
f_,(U)T-” = CQ,T~‘?’ -‘r q UT-” + .ms + a, U’T-“. 
Since U= TY+ X2, f_,(U)T+ has lowest degree -m in T, ia,X” being the coeffi- 
cient of T-‘?I). None of the terms A(U)T’ with i> -m can cancel arX2’T-“, con- 
tradicting the assumption that JE k[ 7” X, Y]. This proves (b). 
The formulas in (d) can be verified by direct calculation. 
The ideal 8 defining the fixed variety of F” is generated by the elements 
p”(T)- T=O, #(X)-X=ATU, and (p”(Y)- Y=-2WX-A2U2T. It follows 
that, when 2 #O, 8= U* (T,2X), whence (c). 
We show finally that, for il $0, FA cannot be conjugated into BA#). Suppose 
the contrary. Then we can write S= k[L, M, NJ with #(L) =aL t I, q*(M) = 
bM+ m(L), and @(N)=cN+ n(L, M), where a, b,cE kX, 1~ k, m E k[L], and 
n E k[L, M]. Since D is locally nilpotent, (p’ - exp(U)) is locally unipotent, so we 
must have a = b = c = 1. Therefore the ideal 8 = U l (T, 2X) above is generated by /, 
m, and n. It follows that I= 0 and that U divides m E k[L]. If m # 0, this is possible 
only if UE k[L], because k[L] is ‘inert’ in k[L][M, N]. But clearly U is absolutely 
irreducible in S = k[ T9 X, Y], SO it must be linear in k[L] (considering matters over 
the algebraic closure of k). But then we must have k[L] = k[U]. This is impossible 
since UE (T, X9 Y)2. Thus m =0, and so 8= &/* (T,2X) is generated by n. But 3 is 
manifestly not principal, unless char(k) = 2. 
To cover the case of characteristic 2 we argue differently, as follows. We claim 
that S/W l S is normal (integrally closed). Suppose that we know this. In the 
argument above, 8 is generated by n E k[L, M], so n is divisible by U, and by 
inertness of k[L, M] in k[L, M][N], we conclude that UE k[L, M] = SI t Thus 
S/US= (S, /US,)[N]. If S/WS is normal, then the one-dimensional Si /US! must 
also be normal, hence Dedekind, and so S/US is regular. But clearly Spec(S/US) 
has a singularity at the origin, T= X= Y = 0. This contradiction shows that F’ 
can’t be triangularized. 
It remains to show that S/US is normal. For this we use Serre’s criterion (RI) 
and (S,): If p E Spec(S/US), then (S/US), is regular if ht(P) = 1 (Ri), and of 
depthr 2 if ht(p)=2 (S2). (See [2, Theorem (5.841.) The latter follows since 
S/h/S is a complete intersection, hence Cohen-MacCaulay. Condition (Ri), that 
S/US is regular in codimension one, follows since the surface Spec(S/US) has only 
an isolated singularity, at the origin. In fact, since DrU= Y, DxU=2X, and 
D, U= T9 the singular locus of Spec(S/US) is defined by the ideal generated by 
t, y, 2x, and we have x2 - -ty. 
This completes the proof. 
We close with some questions. 
uestion 1 (Nagata). Is F’ a product of affine and triangular automorphisms? 
uestioail 2. We can embed GA,(k) in GA,+,(k) by sending F= (Fl, . . . , F,) to 
Frml=(Fl ,..., F,, X,,+l ,..e) X n +&. In the above example, can FAIml be conjugated 
into BA3 +,n(k) for some m 2 O? Is FAlml a product of affine and triangular 
automorphisms in GA= +,(k)? 
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uestion 3. Is GA,,(k) generated by *one parameter subgroups’, i.e., by images of 
gebraic homomorphisms from a;, and Q,,? 
uestion 4. If a unipotent group G acts on /$ can the xtion be rationally 
triangular&d, i.e., can we write k(X,, . . . , X,) = k( I$, . . . , Y,J so that each subfield 
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